Cotton-like™

Comfortable fabric blends performance with cotton-like softness, so your clothes won’t shrink or wrinkle.
Soft, cotton-like feel with performance comfort

**Cotton-like™**

**POTENTIAL BENEFITS:**
- Soft, lofty hand
- Easy care and ready to wear
- Yarns dry more quickly than natural fibers, saving energy
- Less processing needed (such as fabric brushing or sanding)
- Combines well with other proprietary additives or finishes for additional benefits

**AVAILABLE:**
- Full range of yarns, including REPREVE®, ProFiber™ solution dyed, cationic/disperse effects, matte luster yarns and with Spandex
- Denier ranges from 95 to 600
- Produced in US, Brazil and China; available globally

**END USES:**
- Accessories
- Apparel
- Automotive
- Bedding
- Footwear
- Furnishings
- Socks/Losiery

REPREVE®, PROFIBER®, COTTONLIKE™ are trademarks of Unifi, Inc. and are registered with the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office and with others.